We didn’t invent low voltage lighting, we reinvented it...
Landscape Lighting Design and Consultation

Vision, concept, and years of experience play a key role in the presentation of lighting. Unique Lighting Systems offers a service called Specification Design Support Program (SDSP). This system can assist you with your lighting design from concept to installation.

Unique wants all of their customers to be satisfied with their products. To ensure this satisfaction, Unique has developed the Consumer Buyer Protection Plan which guarantees both high quality installation and a high quality product. All Unique products are built from the highest quality materials and are designed to last as long as your home. Unique has placed a lifetime warranty on both Odyssey and Signature Series lines, solidifying their belief that their products are truly superior.

A professionally landscaped property is a sure ticket to quick resale. It gives a home curb appeal, a sense of place and value. It's the first thing you see. That first impression can add 20 percent to your home's value, a figure that tides the return on a new kitchen or bath.

Safety and Security

Landscape lighting is one of the most practical and effective ways to prevent crime in and around your home or office. In fact, statistics show that a well-lit property cannot prevent all crime, but crimes are less likely to occur because lighting is an evident deterrent. A landscape lighting system is a deterrent because it exposes the criminal, making them feel vulnerable and insecure. Criminals most likely look for areas with little to no lighting for obvious reasons. Homeowners on the other hand, can benefit from a landscape lighting system that can brighten an otherwise overlooked and dark surrounding.

A Quality Investment

More and more homeowners are realizing the importance of quality. This is why at Unique Lighting Systems, all of our products are made to stand the test of time. We view our products as a lifetime investment.
Use this chart to compare Unique Lighting products to the competitors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>Signature Series</th>
<th>Odyssey</th>
<th>Copper Knights</th>
<th>Brass Knights</th>
<th>Competitor X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td>15 Year</td>
<td>15 Year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Solid Brass</td>
<td>Solid Brass</td>
<td>Stamped Copper</td>
<td>Stamped Brass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket Construction</td>
<td>Beryllium</td>
<td>Beryllium</td>
<td>Beryllium</td>
<td>Beryllium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre Greased Sockets</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenses Included</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hex-lowers Included</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equalizer Hub Ready</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBPP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Foot Wire Leads</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greased O Rings</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borosilicate Glass</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex Lenses</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrouds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Hardware</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Intell-Flex Wire</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital Lock Nut</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Stratosphere</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital Ball Mount</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Volt System</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Ordering Information

**Hose Option**

**Mounting Option**

**Lens Option**

**PRODUCT OPTIONS**

Please place orders in this sequence when ordering:

1. MATERIAL:
   - (5) 16 Watt WB-15 15 Degree 12 watt (See price list for other lamp options.)
   - (6) 40 Watt WB-15 30 Degree 15 watt (See price list for other lamp options.)
   - (2) 60 Watt WB-15 45 Degree 15 watt (See price list for other lamp options.)

2. LENS OPTIONS:
   - (1) No lens
   - (2) 4" lens
   - (3) 6" lens
   - (4) 8" lens
   - (5) 10" lens
   - (6) 12" lens

3. MOUNTING OPTIONS:
   - (1) Wall Mounting
   - (2) Post Mounting
   - (3) Deck Mounting
   - (4) Pole Mounting

4. Riser Options:
   - (1) 10 ft Riser
   - (2) 15 ft Riser
   - (3) 20 ft Riser

5. Lens Diffuser:
   - (1) Clear Diffuser
   - (2) Smoke Diffuser

6. Color Options:
   - (1) Black
   - (2) White
   - (3) Gold
   - (4) Silver
   - (5) Bronze
   - (6) Copper

7. Finish Options:
   - (1) Satin Nickel
   - (2) Polished Nickel
   - (3) Polished Chrome
   - (4) Antique Brass
   - (5) Tarnished Brass
   - (6) Antiqued Brass

8. Other Options:
   - (1) Remote Control
   - (2) Decorative Cover
   - (3) Changeable Cover
   - (4) Adjustable Cover

**PULSAR - B25 - 35 - WB**

- **Riser Option**
  - 10 ft Riser
  - 15 ft Riser
  - 20 ft Riser

- **Mounting Option**
  - Wall Mounting
  - Post Mounting
  - Deck Mounting
  - Pole Mounting

- **Lens Option**
  - Clear Diffuser
  - Smoke Diffuser

- **Product Options**
  - (1) No lens
  - (2) 4" lens
  - (3) 6" lens
  - (4) 8" lens
  - (5) 10" lens
  - (6) 12" lens

**Voltage**

- (1) 120V
- (2) 240V

- 3 Phase options

Part numbers contain vital information regarding model, material, wire length, lamp size, finish and other available options. Above is a diagram of where this information is placed in the part number sequence when ordering.
Why Unique?

S.M.A.R.T.E.R

As one of the low voltage lighting industry leaders for over 15 years, Unique Lighting Systems, Inc. continually strives to identify and incorporate the necessary principles of manufacturing to effectively develop innovative and durable products. Our theory of innovation is:

SEPARATION: The motivating force behind innovation is to develop products that are distinctly different from the standard.

MATERIAL: The use of materials that are most likely to withstand any environment or climate. All of our products are manufactured from the highest quality materials: Brass and Copper.

AWARENESS: Ease of product usability will help any user clearly identify the basic principles of design, installation, and maintenance.

RUGGEDNESS: In addition to material selection, the quality of the individual components of our products will help ensure the longest life of the system.

TESTING: Before our products are tested using the ETL and TUV testing laboratories, they are put through our rigorous Total Quality Assurance Program. This program includes up to 62 separate testing procedures ranging from research and development to field performance testing.

ENERGY: Energy & resource conservation is our priority in the development of our INTELLI-SYSTEM and Green Lite products.

RELIABILITY: With our Warranties, Consumer Buyer Protection Plan, System Integration AND numerous contractor and designer support services, Unique Lighting Systems, Inc. is your best solution to low voltage lighting.

S.M.A.R.T.E.R: The theory behind innovation

The Products

Unique Lighting Systems' highest commitment is to set the standard for manufacturing innovative and quality products. This commitment is evident throughout our detailed inspection processes and extensive field testing. From the initial design process of each product to the end assembly of each custom made individual part, our manufacturing process accomplishes the highest level of performance and durability carried through to final delivery to the end users. Durable construction and beautiful styling make Unique fixtures the ideal solution for any residential and/or commercial application. Unique Lighting already holds numerous product patents and we are constantly developing innovative ideas to help expand the lighting industry.

The System

Exclusive to Unique Lighting, the Power Management System was inspired by years of experience and expertise in the landscape lighting industry. Using the Power Management System will enable the installer to overcome voltage drop prevent fuse corrosion and increase ease of fixture adjustability and placement.

Support and Protection

Unique Lighting is dedicated to quality control by providing extensive training support and comprehensive protection programs. Our Consumer Buyer Protection Plan guarantees the system and confirms our commitment to Contractors, Designers and Homeowners. Through these various support programs you can be assured that every Unique Lighting system will remain safe, beautiful and functional.
Unique Consumer Buyer Protection

What Is It?
The Consumer Buyer Protection Plan is a simple yet thoroughly drafted plan for the installer to go through a few proven steps to ensure his or her business. Along with a 100% perfectly installed system, if the installer uses only Unique Lighting Products for the complete lighting system (transformer, fixtures, wire, connectors and hubs) we are now able to ensure the system against corrosion, stacking, oxidation and pothole issues.

How It Works
Since we are unable to warranty workmanship the Consumer Buyer Protection Plan acts as a check system to ensure your contractor is installing your system correctly. The key is the Verification Forms: the installer must perform 3 different functions to ensure us and our client:
- No Overloads
- No Shorts
- No blown fuses

THE PERFECT INSTALLATION

It’s as Easy as 1-2-3:
1st - Fill out the Verification Form
2nd - Complete the Lamp Replacement Chart
3rd - Complete the As-Built

When the installer has completed this thorough inspection process, the system’s integrity can be ensured. Please contact a representative at 408-955-3451 for more Consumer Buyer Protection Plan benefits!

Product Focus
New Products

Unique Lighting Systems commitment to manufacturing quality and innovative products is evident in that we hand build and test every fixture and transformer we sell. This commitment begins with the design process and is accomplished through manufacturing of each proprietary, custom made part that goes into each and every one of our fixtures and transformers and is carried through to final delivery of our products to the end-user.

Our new series of architectural bollards combines contemporary style with durable, vandal-resistant construction. Provides smooth, even pole illumination for a variety of applications. The M-Series offers three styles in a variety of lengths and finishes, including black, bronze and stainless steel. Available in 36” and 48”.

Our revolutionary In-Fiber Lighting System allows you to add a 36 or 39-1/2 watt light source to fixtures within 3 feet of power source. The newest version of our In-Fiber Lighting System is the LPI4 with a single color temperature (3000k, 4000k, 5000k) and 3500k color temperature. This is the first LED In-Fiber Lighting System that provides variable color temperature and is available with Pole or In-Fiber installs. LPI4 can be either 39-1/2 watt or 34 watt to accommodate the demand of the lighting market.

The 7304-RG is the newest design in transformers. Available in 110V or 240V, the 7304-RG provides the most efficient power factor correction and highest power factor of any transformer in its category. Available in 25VA and 50VA, in 36” and 48” versions. Available in black or bronze finish.

The Submarine is ideal for commercial properties for use in outdoor lighting applications that are not easily accessible. Features include: multi-unit design, connect waterway, multi-color, cable feed, transformer, 12 V NOM and waterproof primary and secondary components.
1989 - Unique Lighting invents the FIRST Multi-Tap transformer for low-voltage lighting
1995 - Unique Lighting invents the FIRST Multi-Matic Direct Burial transformer
1997 - Unique Lighting offers landscape lighting training courses to contractors
1999 - Unique Lighting invents the Wiring Wizard software to calculate voltage drop
1999 - Unique Lighting introduces the FIRST secondary loop Multi-Matic transformers
2000 - Unique Lighting becomes the FIRST manufacturer to offer 25 wire leads on fixtures
2000 - Unique Lighting invents the Equalizer Hub
2001 - Unique Lighting launches the Odyssey line of brass fixtures with a Lifetime Warranty
2001 - Unique Lighting includes lenses and glare control devices with lighting fixtures
2002 - Unique Lighting invents the Orbital Mount and Stratosphere Mounting Bracket
2003 - Unique Lighting offers advanced Unique Universities to contractors
2004 - Unique Lighting launches the Copper Knights line of copper fixtures
2004 - Unique Lighting invents the Satellite Hub
2005 - Unique Lighting launches the Signature Series line of fixtures
2005 - Unique Lighting invents the I-Force Inverted transformer
2005 - Unique Lighting invents the Sequencer on/off device for transformers
2006 - Unique Lighting invents the Augusta in-ground putting green light
2007 - Unique Lighting enhances stop lights by adding adjustment plates for installation
2008 - Unique Lighting launches the Intelli-System 24 Volt wiring system
2009 - Unique Lighting invents the H-Force horizontal transformer
2009 - Unique Lighting offers Green Light products
2009 - Unique Lighting offers USB control panels
How The Power Management System Works (12 or 24 volt)

The Multi-Matic Power Transformer

- With independent voltage taps ranging from 12 to 24 volts, the Multi-Matic compensates for voltage drop from the transformer to the hub and delivers proper voltage to each hub with the ability to have multiple hubs.

The Satellite Hub and Galaxy Hub

- Distributes the proper voltage evenly to every fixture and protects wire connections below ground. The secondary in-line fuse at the hub allows fuse protection with varying fuse sizes according to amp load and wire size.

The Fixtures

- The fixtures complete the system...all Unique fixtures include 24" lead wires, factory sealed and connected (additional lengths available upon request). The wire leads eliminate the need for sealed wire nuts. All connections are sealed and protected at the Satellite or Galaxy Hub.

Benefits of a 24 Volt Hub System

- Save up to 40% on wire expenses.
- Labor savings from less wire pulls & lighter gauge wire.
- Wire cost savings from less wire pulls & lighter gauge wire.
--transformer efficiency improves energy savings by 20%.
- Secondary Amperage load reduced by 50%.
- Voltage Drop reduced by 50%.
- Color rendition / lumens output is more consistent with lower voltage loss between lamp pairs.
- Halogen Regeneration Cycle is expanded.

- 12 Volts: 10 to 12 VDC; 12 W Range
- 24 Volts: 10 to 24 VDC; 12 W Range
- PATENT #: 6,699,487

The System

Exclusive to Unique Lighting, The Power Management System was designed from years of experience and expertise in the landscape lighting industry. Unique’s Power Management System was designed to overcome some of the most common hurdles experienced in landscape lighting which include voltage drop, fuse corrosion, inability to easily move fixtures, leaving the homeowner unable to continue to have a dynamic lighting portrait as the landscape grows and changes.

Unique 12 Volt Equalizer Hub System

Unique 24 Volt Hub System

With conservation efforts at the forefront of global consumption concerns, Unique Lighting Systems, Inc. has made a commitment not only to conserve energy and raw materials, but also to bring value to the consumer. Don’t just buy a system that works. With Unique’s Green Lamps, Intelli-Matic transformers, Intelli-Flex wire and Hub Wiring System, you will now experience twice the benefits and twice the savings than that of a unique 12 Volt system. Unique Lighting Systems 24 Volt systems complement the unique low voltage system with the ease and safety of a low voltage system. The Hub Method of wiring combines design flexibility with efficiency you will also experience reduced material costs, labor reductions and energy savings. We are the first innovators taking manufacturing to a new level and promoting these intelligent, resource minded products.
Features & Benefits

In addition to having the highest quality parts, you need to have an integrated system to create a cohesive lighting portrait. There are three main problems that can ruin a great lighting portrait: poor light output, wiring, and corrosion at the point of connection. To eliminate these problems, Unique has developed the Equilizer Hub Wiring System. Using the Multi-Multi Power Transformer, the Equilizer Hub Wiring System and our top of the line fixtures, Unique has created the only system that produces even lighting output at every fixture and allows for relocation of fixtures at any time. The Hub System requires proper choice of connectors, and can be used with one or more fixtures. Unique Lighting's Odyssey and Signature Series fixtures come with a 25 to 26 foot wire lead that tapers into the Hub, creating a simple and maintenance-free lighting system.

Unique Lighting Systems' Odyssey line of fixtures is the final step in creating the perfect outdoor atmosphere. The pride of Unique Lighting Systems, the Odyssey line is the result of years of research, development and determination to create the most elite lighting fixtures available. Experience the marriage of beauty and durability as each Odyssey fixture is built from solid brass and designed to last a lifetime. Coupled with Unique's Power Management System, the Odyssey line is one of the most dependable and beautiful lighting systems on the market.

All Odyssey Fixtures Come Standard With

- 25 to 50 foot Intelliflex wire leads on all fixtures with Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Mounting hardware or stakes
- Full assortment of tempered designer lenses
- Glare control device
- Pre-greased sockets
- Lamps
- LIFETIME WARRANTY
Brass Up Light
Pulsar

Model Shown: PULSAR-821-35-WB

Product Description

One of the most resourceful fixtures in the Odyssey line, the Pulsar offers style and function without compromise. Its sleek, straight lines, black and gold finished fixture and the fixtures integrated in-line make the Pulsar an essential fixture when lighting palaces, trees, columns and other tall elements in the landscape.

The Pulsar can also be utilized for back lighting, grace lighting, shadow lighting or simply as a directional up light.

Specifications

Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
Construction: Cast brass
Finish: Electroplated brass
Knob: Cast brass, Adjustable
Socket: B10 or B13, Pre-Grounded Screw and Lead, 360° Rotation
Mounting: Ball and Socket Mount, Brown PVC Gravity Stabilized
Wiring: 24 in.
Wire: 22 Gauge, Black and White Wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
Deflector: 30 mm (1.2 in.) Black and White
Other Lenses: Available Upon Request
Lifetime Warranty: 30 Years

Mounting Options / Accessories: ZERO, ZEROW, Siphon Base, Stabilizer Stave, Strut Bracket, Umbrella and Risers - 61723-24-16

Brass Up Light
Probe-OBM

Model Shown: PROBE-OBM-821-20-WB

Product Description

The Probe is enhanced by a revolutionary ball and joint probe mount allowing a 360° rotation plus giving 100% accuracy when dialing in the proper lighting angle. The Probe is ideal when up-lighting is challenging by a small installation area. Featuring a black and gold, the Probe is enhanced by a revolutionary ball and joint swivel mount allowing a 350° rotation plus giving 100% accuracy when dialing in the proper lighting angle. The precision die cast brass body features a 111W, 300 Watt Halogen bulb.

Specifications

Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
Construction: Cast brass
Finish: Electroplated Brass
Socket: B10 or B13, Pre-Grounded Screw and Lead, 360° Rotation
Mounting: Ball and Socket Mount, Brown PVC Gravity Stabilized
Wiring: 24 in.
Wire: 22 Gauge, Black and White Wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
Deflector: 20 mm (0.8 in.) Black and White
Other Lenses: Available Upon Request
Lifetime Warranty: 30 Years

Mounting Options / Accessories: ZERO, ZEROW, Siphon Base, Stabilizer Stave, Strut Bracket, Umbrella and Risers - 61723-24-16
Brass Up Light
Polaris

Product Description
The Polaris is ideal when up lighting is challenged by a small installation area. Featuring a Lock and Load slot, the Polaris is enhanced by a revolutionary ball and joint lock mechanism allowing 100% accuracy when dialing in the proper lighting angle. The pedestal claw base bodies house a 20 Watt MR-11 Halogen bulb or a 20 Watt Astro-Brite.

The Polaris is the perfect fixture for gazebo lighting, cross lighting or accent lighting.

Specifications
Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
Construction: Cast Brass
Finish: Weathered Brass
Features: Lock and Load Slot
Shroud: 3/8” Thick, 90° Rotation
Mounting: Tapped 3/4”
Weight: 3 lbs.

Product Description
Capable of the most versatile installation applications, the Starburst functions as both a directional up light for a wall washer fixture. This 8 in 1 fixture features an unprecedented dual socket mount system allowing you to install a vertical MR-16 for directional up lighting or a horizontal Astro-Brite lamp for wall washing when necessary. Both lamps are included with every Starburst for maximum design adaptability.

Specifications
Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
Construction: Cast Brass
Finish: Weathered Brass
Knuckle: Cast Brass, Adjustable
Sealant: butyl rubber (pre-greased)
Mounting: Tapped 3/4”
Weight: 1.1 lbs.

Dimensions: 8” x 8” x 5.5”
Full Lens: Kit and Free License
Lifetime Warranty: 100,000 Hours

Mounting Options: Accessory: ZEB2G / ZEROW2G / SPHERE BASE / STABILIZER STAKE, STRAT BRACKET / UNBRACKET and RISERS - 611 224 236
Brass Up Light
Stellar

**Product Description**
The Stellar is one of the most versatile fixtures in the Odyssey line. The Stellar mini wall washer is a powerful fixture. Featuring a small die cast brass body, this understated power house is usable to illuminate planter areas, short retaining walls, step landings or any other area needing a soft glow. Advanced applications include under eaves or second story level lighting*.

*Sphere Base needed when installing the Stellar on a surface mount application.

**Specifications**
- **Voltage**: 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction**: Cast Brass
- **Finials**: Weatherproof Brass
- **Sockets**: Euro Bayonette (B&B)
- **Knuckle**: Cast Brass, Adjustable
- **Mounting**: Flood, Static
- **Wiring**: 25 foot, 18/2 Black/Sbee Antimicrobial Wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- **Deflect Lamp**: 20 Watt, White, 2500K, Auto Green
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Wattage**: 20 Watts
- **Full Lens Kit**
- **Lifetime Warranty**

Model Shown: STELLAR-B25-20-WT

Brass Up Light
Big Bang

**Product Description**
A powerful and heavy duty directional up light, the Big Bang is perfect when illuminating trees, tall structures and vast spaces. The stainless steel lamp retainer secures lamp in place, while the dual utility and hot knife shaped mascot installation fast and easy. The Big Bang can be ordered with a 240V, 120 or 120V lamp.

The Big Bang can be used in numerous applications including back, shadow or grave lighting. It is also the perfect directional light to use when uplighting columns.

**Specifications**
- **Voltage**: 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction**: Cast Brass
- **Finials**: Weatherproof Brass
- **Shade**: 8.5" Adjustable, Locking MCM Shade
- **Additional Options**: Cast Brass, Adjustable
- **Mounting**: Bracket, PVC, Gravel Stake
- **Wiring**: 12V, 25 foot, 18/2 Black/Sbee Antimicrobial Wire, Auto Green
- **Deflect Lamp**: 25 Watt, White, 2500K, Auto Green
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Full Lens Kit and Hot Knife**
- **Maximum Wattage**: 20 Watts
- **Lifetime Warranty**

Model Shown: BIGBANG-B25-35-WT
Brass Well Light
Apollo

**Product Description**
Sleek, streamlined and versatile, the Apollo design and function. A powerful in-ground well light, the Apollo uses a 5W 35 watt wide flood lamp to cast a bright beam of light against any landscape element. Its dual cut body allows for surface flush or in-ground installation options. The patented stainless steel gimbal ring holds the lamp in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the composite body. The Apollo also features a 27 brass collateral guard to allow for above-ground installation.

**Specifications**
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass & ABS Composite
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Mounting: Tempra Thermo Composite
- Details: brass guard, Tempra Plastic Guard
- Mounting: In Ground
- Weight: 3.5 lbs.
- Wire: 25 feet, 24/2 Flex Wire
- Optional Lamps: 100 watt max. 120 volt halogen
- Other Lamps: Available upon request
- Maximum Wattage: 50 Watts
- Full Lens: Kit and Frosted Lens
- Lifetime Warranty
- Patent: 6,604,027

**Designer Lenses**
- Included

Brass Well Light
Nova

**Product Description**
Designed to provide in-ground lighting solutions, the Nova is ideal for up-lighting a variety of elements, from trees and statues to pillars and other vertical structures. The die cast brass shell is a standard accessory designed to immerse gives while the designer lens allow maximum design control by creating various beam spreads and light output. Use the Nova as a back, side or accent light for the perfect graceful or shadow effect. Revers the Nova in hardscaping areas by utilizing the included PET screen.

**Specifications**
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: E26 Standard Socket (pre-greased)
- Mounting: In Ground, PET Concrete Sleeve Included
- Weight: 3 lbs.
- Wire: 25 feet, 24/2 Flex Wire
- Standard: 12 volt lamps included with coordinated screws
- Default Lamps: 30 watt max. 120 volt
- Other Lamps: Available upon request
- Maximum Wattage: 30 Watts
- Full Lens: Kit and Frosted Lens
- Lifetime Warranty

**Designer Lenses**
- Included
Brass Well Light
Nova Star

Product Description
Designed to provide inground lighting solutions, the Nova Star model features a variety of elements, from trees and shrubs to pillars and other vertical structures. The die cast brass brings in a standard accessory designed to maximize light while the designer lenses allow maximum design control by creating various beam spreads and light outputs.

Use the Nova Star as a back, side, or accent light for the perfect grazing or shadow effect. P recess the Nova Star in hard landscaping where it allows ground light can’t be used by utilizing the supplied PBT sleeving.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Flexible Weatherproof
- Socket: E12/R14 lamp pre-greased
- Mounting: Grit Sand Fill Concrete Sleeve Included
- Weight: 2 lbs
- Wire: 25 Foot Intertek Flex Wire
- Shroud: Cast Brass Gear Included with Capped Screws
- Default Lamp: 20 Watt MR-16 80W
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 20 Watts
- Lead 40° and Hex Louver
- Lifetime Warranty

Brass Down Light
Comet & Comet-HG

Product Description
Perfect for those hard to install under eave areas, the Comet model packs a revolutionary ball and joint swivel mount allowing 360° rotation. The Orbital Mount swivel is removable for a flush or recessed mounting option.
The Comet is also available with a 3-brass chain to be used as a hanging fixture (COMET-HG).

Specifications
- Voltage: 7.2-24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Socket: Bayonet Copper pre-greased
- Shroud: Cast Brass 167° 70W T580
- Knuckle: Ball and Joint, MP® Global Mount
- Mounting: Cast Brass Sphere Base
- Ball Mounting Chain (COMET-HG)
- Weight: 2 lbs (COMET - 2.5 lbs (COMET-HG))
- Wire: 25 Foot Intertek Flex Wire, Accessible Mounting Connection
- Default Lamp: 30 Watt MR-16 80W
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Full Lens Kit and Hex Louver
- Maximum Wattage: 12 Watts
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Mounting Options / Accessories: NOVASTAR-THING, COMET-THING, COMET-HG-THING
Brass Down Light
Lunar

Product Description
Perfect for when installation conditions are recessed back or greater glare control is needed, the Lunar features a lock and load extended shell. The versatile foot and key ball and joint swivel mount allows a 360° rotation. The Lunar comes with the patented Astromphere Bracket.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Connection: Cast Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: E26 Lamp, Copper pre-greased
- Knockout: Cast Brass, SBS, Octal Mount
- Mounting: Astromphere Bracket
- Weight: 785 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet, 600m, 240 Volt, 10 Gauge, CL2

Designer Lenses
- Full Lens Kit and Hex Louver
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty
- Patent Pending

Brass Down Light
Quasar 1

Product Description
Perfect for when installation conditions are recessed back or greater glare control is needed, the Quasar 1 features a lock and load extended shell. The versatile foot and key ball and joint swivel mount allows a 360° rotation. The Quasar 1 has a slightly smaller shroud than the Lunar, giving it a wider beam spread. The Quasar 1 comes with the cast brass sphere base.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: E26 Lamp, Copper pre-greased
- Knockout: Cast Brass, 600 Volt, Octal Mount
- Mounting: Cast Brass Sphere Base
- Weight: 830 lbs
- Wire: 60 feet, 600m, 240 Volt, 10 Gauge, CL2
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 10 Watts

Designer Lenses
- Pull Lens Kit and Hex Louver
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty
- Patent Pending
Blow Down Light  
Quasar 2

Product Description
A square version of the Quasar 1, the Quasar 2 offers down lighting solutions when lighting overhead structures, walls or any similar shaped item. The mounting back plate secures the fixture while still allowing for front and back adjustments. The included siliconized designer lenses are perfect for the desired light pattern output.

Use the Quasar 2 for down lighting entryways, columns, pathways or simply at an area light.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Textured Brass
- Sockets: Berry & Stupfer Copper pre-greased
- Bulbs: LED 5W+6W Candelabra
- Mounting: Surface Mount
- Weight: 6 lbs
- Wiring: 20 Gauge Lead Wire, Anti-Maturation Connections
- Default Lamp: 35 Watt MR-11 5W
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 15 Watts
- Full Lens Kit and Hex Louver
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Model Shown: QUASAR-2-235-35-WH

Brass Down Light  
Probe-OSM

Product Description
The Probe is ideal when down lighting is required by a small installation area. Featuring a lock and head shroud, the Probe is enhanced by a revolutionary ball and joint swivel mount allowing a 360° rotation, thus giving 100% coverage when utilizing the proper lighting angle. The probe die cast brass body houses a MR-16, 20 Watt Halogen bulb.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 34 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Finish: Textured Brass
- Sockets: Berry & Stupfer Copper pre-greased
- Shroud: Lock & Load, 360° Rotation
- Mounting: Lock and Head Shroud, 360° Swivel Mount
- Mounting: Cast Brass Sphere Base
- Weight: 26 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet, steel flex into Anti-Maturation Connections
- Default Lamp: 35 Watt MR-11, 5W
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 35 Watts
- Full Lens Kit and Hex Louver
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty
- Patent #6515,662

Model Shown: PROBE-OSM-235-20-WH

Model Shown: QUASAR-2-235-35-WH

Mouting Options / Accessories STRAP BRACKET, UNBRACKET
Brass Down Light
North Star

**Product Description**
The North Star is ideal when down lighting is challenged by a small installation area. Featuring a lock and load conduit, the North Star is enhanced by a revolutionary ball and joint welded mounting providing a 360° rotation, thus giving 100% accuracy when drilling in the proper lighting angle. For petite die cast brass body houses a 20 Watt MR-11 Halogen built in a 45 Watt Astro-Brake. The North Star is the perfect fixture for grace lighting, cross lighting or simple accent lighting.

**Specifications**
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Finish: Heirloom Bronze
- Socket: Bayurum Copper, ceramic-waxed
- Shade: No Shade, 100°, 200° Extension
- Knuckle: Ball and Joint, 360° ODMRA Mount
- Incandescent: Cast Brass Sphere Box
- Weight: 2.8 lbs
- Wire: 25 Feet, Hard Wire Wire
- Default Lamp: 20 Watt, Astro-Brite Astro Green
- 20 Watt MR-11
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Full Lens Kit and Lens Louver
- Max Wattage: 30 Watts
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Brass Area Light
Centaurus 4 & 6

**Product Description**
Simple yet elegant, the Centaurus offers versatile light output. The frosted decorative Glass lens maximizes glare while the 20 watt Astro-Brake lamp provides sufficient light to cast a soft glow on any path or walkway area. The Centaurus features a new threaded removable glass lens and in-ring retention collar. Ideal for pathways, the Centaurus is also perfect for planter areas in need of lighting.

**Specifications**
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Anodized Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: Bayurum Copper, pre-progressed
- Shade: Anodized Bronze
- Collar: Mahogany Bronze
- Mounting: Weather Proof Stabilizer Stake
- Weight: 2.8 lbs
- Wire: 25 Feet, Hard Wire Wire, 4-Size, Misting, 10 Volt, 12 Volt
- Default Lamp: 20 Watt, Astro Brite Astro Green, 4-Size, Misting, 12 Volt
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 30 Watts
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty
Brass Area Light
Centaurus 8 & 12

Product Description
Simple yet elegant, the Centaurus offers versatile light output. The frosted biconvex lens minimizes glare while the 20 watt Astro-Brite lamp provides sufficient light to sustain a soft glow along a path or walkway area. The Centaurus features a new threaded removable glass lens and an elegant restoration collar. Ideal for walkways, the Centaurus is also perfect for planter areas in need of lighting.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Weatherproof Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Shade: Biconvex Glass
-裔照: Weathered Brass
- Collar: Nickel Die Cast
- Mounting: Cast Aluminum Base
- Weight: 4.4 lbs
- Wire: 25 Feet, 18/2 AWG, 600 Volt, Black/Green, 4mm2, 2.5mm2, Black/Solid Copper, 4mm2, 2.5mm2, Green/Solid Copper, 4mm2, 2.5mm2, Red/Solid Copper, 4mm2, 2.5mm2, White/Solid Copper, 4mm2, 2.5mm2
- Maximum Wattage: 15 Watts
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Model Shown: CENTAURUS 8-825-20-WB

Brass Area Light
Saturn & Constellation

Product Description
The Saturn offers soft level lighting with an elegant look. The frosted cylindrical lens minimizes glare while the 30 Watt Astro-Brite lamp provides sufficient light to cast a soft glow on any path or walkway area. Ideal for walkways, the Saturn is also perfect for planter areas needing light. The adjustable settings give maximum design flexibility by creating numerous beam spreads with one fixture.

Reminiscent of a starry night, the Constellation features a sister and mother pattern on an 8 inch cylindrical shade. The aesthetic design creates a beautiful pattern of light on any pathway or surface area.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: Nickel Die Cast Copper, pre-greased
- Collar: Cast Aluminum Base
- Mounting: Cast Aluminum Base
- Weight: 3.5 lbs
- Wire: 25 Feet, 18/2 AWG, Anti-Microbial Migration Connections
- Dusk-to-Dawn Photocell with On/Off Switch
- Maximum Wattage: 30 Watts
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Model Shown: CON Constellation 8-825-20-WB
**Brass Area Light**

**Mercury 4 & 7**

**Product Description**

Simply elegant, the Mercury offers soft level lighting. The frosted Borosilicate Glass lens minimizes glare while the 20 Watt Astro-Brite lamp provides sufficient light for a soft glow on any path or walking area. Ideal for walkways, the Mercury is also perfect for garden planter areas needing lighting. The adjustable three-tier design gives maximum design flexibility by creating 3 different beam spreads with one fixture.

The Mercury is the perfect fixture for soft area lighting or as a color enhancement light.

**Specifications**

- **Volts**: 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction**: Brass
- **Finish**: Weatherproof finish
- **Socket**: Eyebright Copper, pre-greased
- **Collar**: Adjustable Arm
- **Mounting**: Bore PVC Stabilizer Stud
- **Weight**: 3.5 lbs.
- **Voltage**: 12-24 Volt, 20 Watt Auto-Brite Incl. Base (30 Watt Max.)
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**: Maximum Wattage 20 Watts
- **Dusk/Dawn Sensor**: Optional
- **Lifetime Warranty**: 10 Years

---

**Brass Path Light**

**Jupiter & Solaris**

**Product Description**

Elegant and stylish, the Solaris features a fully adjustable proud allowing maximum design control. The 3.5 inch bell-shaped shroud has 3 rotatable fins and rotates to illuminate walkways or any other outdoor seating area with 95% efficiency. The 20 Watt Astro-Brite lamp is ideal for creating a soft glow.

Standing 24 inches tall and featuring a soft curve stem, the Jupiter’s sleek design is stable by two light patterns of up to 15 feet in surface area. The bell shaped shroud houses a small, yet powerful, 20 watt Astro-Brite lamp.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage**: 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction**: Weatherproof
- **Finish**: Weatherproof finish
- **Socket**: Eyebright Copper, pre-greased
- **Shade**: Glass Shade
- **Collar**: Adjustable Arm
- **Mounting**: Bore PVC Stabilizer Stud
- **Weight**: 3 lbs.
- **Voltage**: 12-24 Volt, 20 Watt Auto-Brite Incl. Base (30 Watt Max.)
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**: Maximum Wattage 20 Watts
- **Dusk/Dawn Sensor**: Optional
- **Lifetime Warranty**: 10 Years
Brass Path Light
Venus & Neptune

Product Description
The half-moon shaped Venus is graceful and efficient. With its rounded top, this traditional path light emits soft light retiring onto paths, patios or any other surrounding area.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: Bellarmine Copper pre-greased
- Shroud: Glass
- Mounting: Bronze PVC, Stabiliser Stake
- Weight: 33 lbs. (path), 3 lbs. (Neptune) 1 1/2 lbs.
- Wipe: 35 Feet Below Area limit, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Default Lamp: 20 Watt 120 Volt K5000K R50

Brass Niche Light
Gemini & Viking

Product Description
The Viking features a lock and load cover allowing installation to be free of expose screws and other mounting hardware. The compact puck light is perfect for illuminating stairs, benches, pools, and other niche locations. The Viking housed cover directs and spreads light to the intended area.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: Path Copper pre-greased
- Shroud: Lock & Load, 50° Rotation
- Mounting: Satin Mount and Satin Surface Gasket
- Weight: 1.15 lbs.
- Wipe: 5 Feet Below Area limit, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Default Lamp: 20 Watt 120 Volt K5000K R50
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Lumens: 50 Watts
- Lifetime Warranty: 5 Years
Brass Niche Light
Voyager 5 & 8

Product Description
A new cast brass design on an old favorite. The Voyager is a classic recessed step light. Perfect to illuminate stairs, benches, short retaining walls and other niche fixtures. The Voyager's panel and louvre direct and spread light to the intended area. The mounting brackets provide the fixture with adjustable face plate adjustments. The included spectrally correct lenses are perfect for the desired light pattern output.

Specifications
Voltage: 12 & 24 VDC
Construction/Cast Brass Cover PBT Injection Molded Housing Fabric/Debossed Brass
Mounting: Surface Mount With Adjustable Face Plate
Optional: Optional Covers are pre-installed
Weight: VOYAGER 8: 23 lbs., VOYAGER 8.25 lbs.
(Note: Additional weights may be required for some applications)
Default Lamps: VOYAGER 8: 20 Watt-Arc or-50 Watt-Arc Green
Default Lamps: VOYAGER 8.25: 20 Watt-Arc or-50 Watt-Arc Green
Full Lens: Available with different faceplates
Lifetime Warranty

Brass Wall Sconce
Orion Series

Product Description
Designed to eliminate the glare associated with glass pitch fixture heads, the Orion series directs light in an up-down beam spread. The brass body construction makes these fixtures durable and efficient.

Specifications
Voltage: 12 & 24 VDC
Construction: Brass
Heads: Portland Brass
Socket: Poured Copper-pre-greased
Other Lamps: Available
Weight: Orion: 6.25 lbs., Orion: 2.7 lbs.
(Kits: 29-Port) (50-Watt), (2 Port) (40-Watt Max)
Kits: 24-Port (50-Watt max), and Moisture Migration Connections
Lamps: 50 Watt CP (20 Watt max), 50 Watt CP (10 Watt max)
Maximum Wattage: 50 Watts
Lenses: Clear and Frosted
Dark Skies Lens Option Available
Lifemine Warranty
Brass Niche Light
Observer

Product Description

The Observer is a brass hanging fixture with 1 foot of chain and a 12 foot lead cord. It is ideal for trees, gazebos or other structures because it evenly disposes the light throughout the fixture. It is the perfect choice when you need a soft light environment. Equipped with a 20 watt Astro Marine Halogen lamp, 25 of varieties of wire and a Lifetime Warranty, this simple design is sure to satisfy even the toughest critic.

Specifications

- Voltage: 12 V AC
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Satin finished brass
- Socket: Bell jar, Clear, Dry-greased
- Shade: 9 inch fluted
- Mounting: 1 Hanging Chain and Brass Hook
- Weight: 2.0 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet, steel, or wire
- Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Lamp: 25 Watt Halogen, 120V, 2500K
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Lens: Reflect
- Maximum Wattage: 20 Watts
- DarkSky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Signature Series
Fixtures

Unique Lighting Systems’ Signature Series line is the result of an interminable effort to create the perfect lighting fixture. Each Signature Series fixture is built for a specific purpose and designed to last a lifetime. The Signature Series line was born out of a desire to create only the most superior lighting fixtures available for the most discerning end user. When used in conjunction with Unique’s Power Management System, the Signature Series line is one of the most dependable and refined lighting systems on the market.

All Signature Series Fixtures Come Standard With

- 25 to 75 feet, Intelli-Flex Wire with Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Mounting hardware or stakes
- Full assortment of tempered designer lenses
- Glare control devices
- Precise sockets
- Lamps
- LIFETIME WARRANTY
Brass Well Light

**Apollo Star**

**Product Description**

Tough and resilient describes the Apollo Star’s design and function. A strong and powerful eyebrow well light, the Apollo Star uses a 50-watt BR30 Halogen wide flood lamp to cast an ample beam spread against any landscape element. Its corrosion-resistant brass guard gives a rugged quality without compromising aesthetic design while the lens holder slips over the lamp that holds a Cast Brass Guard lens to create a canopy of beam spreads with the ease of a built-in lens. The tempered, patterned, stainless steel grille ring holds the lamp in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the composite body.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage:** 12 & 24 volt
- **Construction:** Two Thermastic Composite
- **Doors Guard:** Cast Brass Guard
- **Finish:** Weathered Bronze
- **Mounting:** In Ground
- **Weight:** 24 lbs
- **Wire:** 75 Feet, 16-Gauge Wire
- **Default Lamp:** 50 W, 300 Halogen
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Wattage:** 50 Watts
- **Full Lamp Kit**
- **Lifetime Warranty**

**Model Shown:** ApolloStar-C35-35-919

Sheen with INFINITY®Glass accessory

---

Putting Green Light

**Augusta**

**Product Description**

The Augusta is a putting green light designed to provide a smooth glare-free putting cup and enhance your nighttime putting experience. The Augusta sits flush on the putting green and lights upward through the grass, illuminating the cup, flagstick and flag. The flag is easily removed to continue golf play.

The Augusta comes a 5-year warranty on all composite components and a lifetime warranty on the brass nose light fixture.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage:** 12 & 24 volt
- **Construction:** Putting Green Light Enclosure: High-Impact Poly
- **Connections:** frog/last link
- **Finish:** Bronze with White Cups and flag
- **Light:** 50-Watt BR30 Halogen
- **Socket:** E26 Base Type A; 250V, 50Watt
- **Weight:** 7 lbs
- **Wiring:** 75 Feet, 16-Gauge Wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- **Default Lamp:** 50 watts in 75 watts
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Wattage:** 20 Watts
- **Lifetime Warranty**

**Model Shown:** Augusta-CGT-35-919

---

Mounting Options / Accessories: INFINITY®RING
**Underwater Light**

**Nautilus**

**Product Description**

Made from machined stainless steel, this underwater light is non-toxic to fish and can be used in depths of up to 8 feet. The pre-set angles allow for 30, 45, or 90 degree mounting positions while the optional base plate includes your even greater flexibility.

Along with its pre-set angles, the Nautilus weighs in at an unprecedented 6.2 lbs, ensuring that this fixture will stay in the exact position as it was installed.

**Specifications**

- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Machined Stainless Steel
- Finish: Textured Black
- Sockets: Bridgeport Copper pre-greased
- Shade: Stainless Steel
- Mounting: 10” x 16” Stainless Steel Base
- Weight: 6 lbs.
- Wire: 50 Feet, 18/2 STOWK Black SO Cord
- Default Lamp: 35 Watt MB-15 Solarin
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 50 Watts
- Full Line Available
- Underwater Light
- Safely tested in depths up to eight feet.

---

**Brass Area Light**

**Endeavour**

**Product Description**

Whether you are lighting a BBQ area, dock or simply would like a decorative area light, the Endeavour’s versatility is sure to meet the challenge. Standing just over an impressive five feet tall, the Endeavour is equipped with a powerful 20 Watt Astro-White lamp maintaining plenty of light to illuminate an entire cooking area not just the grill. As with all Signature Series fixtures the Endeavour carries a Lifetime Warranty.

**Specifications**

- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Uncoated Brass
- Socket: Ring Mount Copper pre-greased
- Collar: Stainless Steel
- Mounting: Zero 90 Degree Post (Perma Post)
- Weight: 5.5 lbs.
- Wire: 50 Feet, 18/2 STOWK Black SO Cord
- Default Lamp: 20 Watt Astro-White
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 50 Watts
- Underwater Light
- Underwater Light
- Perma Post Included

---

*Mounting Options / Accessories: ZEROG and EXO/RACKET*
**Hanging Light**

**Envoy & Enterprise**

**Product Description**

The Envoy and Enterprise both offer soft level lighting with an elegant look. The frosted lens minimizes glare while the 20 Watt Astro-line lamp provides sufficient light to cast soft glow on any area. Ideal for ceilings or walls, both fixtures are perfect above outside dining, seating and outside entertainment areas. These fixtures bring lighting to the next level without forcing you to use a bullet down light for softer room lighting applications.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage:** 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction:** Brass
- **Finish:** Waterford Brass
- **Socket:** Bay Lamp Copper pre-greased
- **Cable:** Multi-Conductor
- **Mounting:** Cast Brass Sphere Base
- **Wiring:** Tri-wire, 100 ft. Extension, 120/240 Volt
- **Wet:** Wet Location: Anti-Misture Migration Connections
- **Defeat Lamp:** Defeat Lamp: Black/Bronze Down
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Wattage:** 20 Watts
- **Lifetime Warranty**

**Hanging Light**

**Saturn-I**

**Product Description**

The Saturn-I offers soft level lighting with an elegant look. The frosted cylindrical lens minimizes glare while the 20 Watt Astro-line lamp provides sufficient light to cast soft glow on ceilings or outdoor areas. Ideal for outdoor entertaining areas, the Saturn-I is also perfect for when overhead items need lighting. The adjustable fixture gimbal and design flexibility by creating numerous beam spreads with one fixture.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage:** 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction:** Brass
- **Finish:** Waterford Brass
- **Socket:** Bay Lamp Copper pre-greased
- **Cable:** Multi-Conductor
- **Mounting:** Cast Brass Dome Base
- **Wiring:** Tri-wire, 100 ft. Extension, 120/240 Volt
- **Wet:** Wet Location: Anti-Misture Migration Connections
- **Defeat Lamp:** Defeat Lamp: Black/Bronze Down
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Wattage:** 20 Watts
- **Lifetime Warranty**
Adress Light Voyager Address Kit

Product Description
This kit will allow you to use the Voyager II in any of your landscape settings to create an illuminated address plaque. Use the numbers with a Voyager II and open faceplate on your house, your steps or on any curb side or back yard garden for a uniquely effective lit platter sign. This product can be ordered as a full fixture (shown), or as a faceplate kit. There sets of heat resistant vinyl numbers are included.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Cast Brass Cover, PPC Injection Molded Housing
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Mounting: Casted Mount With Adjustable Faceplate
- Socket: Porcelain Copper, pre-greased
- Weight: 14 lbs.
- Water-Proof, Rust-Proof, Anti-Moisture-Migration Connections
- Default Lamps: 35 watt Astro-Brite Amber Green (2)
- Other Lamps Available
- Maximum Watts: 240 Watts
- Full Number (5 Digit): Lifetime Warranty

Hardscape Tiki Islander

Product Description
Whether you are lighting a BBQ area, deck or simply want a decorative and light this Tiki Bungalow lamp and tropical teak torch lamp will help to create a beautiful resort light in your own back yard. Its teak colored assembly and recessed collar makes the torch easy to remove and fill. The 35 watt Amber Brite is protected from the elements as braided fiberglass wick will not unravel or blow out. As well all Signature Series fixtures the Islander carries a Lifetime Warranty.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: Halogen Copper, pre-greased
- Color: 35 watt Amber Brite, Amber Green (2)
- Weight: 5 lbs.
- Water-Proof, Rust-Proof, Anti-Moisture-Migration Connections
- Default Lamps: 35 watt Amber Brite, Amber Green
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Watts: 35 Watts
- Lifetime Warranty
Hardscape Light
Vanguard 5 & 8

Product Description
The Vanguard is a step beyond the normal recessed wall light. Perfect for illuminating short retaining walls and other niche locations. The Vanguard extends directly and spreads light to the intended area. The extendable mounting plate secures the fixture while still allowing face plate adjustments. The mounting plate is removable for maintenance and cleaning and can reside in spaces. The fixed fins are perfect for the desired light output. The Vanguard 5 & 8 are also available in copper.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 14 Volt
- Construction: brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Socket: Extended Copper pre-greased
- Collar: Metalized Brass
- Mounting: Stripped Under Wall Cap
- Weight: VANGUARD 5: 1.3 lbs, VANGUARD 8: 1.6 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet with switch and moisture migration connections
- Default Lamp: VANGUARD 5: 15W T10 120 Volt White/Blue/Pewter/Almond
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request: Maximum Voltage: VANGUARD 5: 100W, VANGUARD 8: 200W
- Dark Sky Compliant
- Lifetime Warranty

Add a touch of elegance to the outdoor atmosphere with the Copper Knights Line from Unique Lighting Systems. Made from high quality polished copper, the Copper Knights line is designed to withstand the test of time and look beautiful while doing it. By fabricating the fixture from copper, Unique has created a long lasting product that develops an attractive appearance naturally over time. The complex structure of copper changes when exposed to outdoor conditions, bathing the fixtures exterior in shades of blues and greens for a vintage and naturally aged look.

All Copper Knights Fixtures Come Standard With
- 25 foot interflex wire leads on all fixtures with anti-moisture migration connections
- Mounting hardware or stakes
- Pre-greased sockets
- 15 year warranty
**Copper Up Light**

**Oxford**

**Product Description**

A powerful and heavy duty directional up light, the Oxford is perfect when illuminating trees, tall structures and vast spaces.

The Oxford can be used in numerous applications including large shadow or gazing lighting & also is the perfect directional light to use when up lighting columns.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage**: 12 & 24 Volt
- **Construction**: Natural Copper
- **Finish**: Natural Copper
- **Shade**: Uniform Shapre
- **Knob**: Cast Brass, Polished
- **Mounting**: Bronze PVC, Granite Stake
- **Weight**: 4 lbs.
- **Voltage**: 12 or 24 Volt
- **Default Lamp**: 35 Watt PAR 36 25 WFL
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Watts Available**: 25 Watts
- **15 Year Warranty**

---

**Copper Up/Down Light**

**Guardian & Crusader**

**Product Description**

The Guardian offers style and function without compromise. It's sleek straight line and single glass shade feature make the Guardian an essential fixture when lighting post, palm trees, columns or other tall structures.

The Crusader offers a practical solution to most down light applications. Featuring a single O-ring supported shade this down light fixture uses the Universal Mounting Bracket to make installation fast and easy.

**Specifications**

- **Voltage**: 12 or 24 Volt
- **Construction**: Natural Copper Housing with Cast Brass Bases
- **Finish**: Natural Copper
- **Knob**: Cast Brass, Adjustable
- **Socket**: Bent Arm Copper pre-greasen
- **Shade**: No Rotation
- **Mounting**: Bronze PVC, Granite Stake (Guardian), Bronze Mounting Bracket (Crusader)
- **Weight**: Guardian: 23 lbs, Crusader: 27 lbs
- **Wet Location**: Suitable for Wet and Moisture Migration Connections
- **Default Lamp**: 35 Watt PAR 36 WFL
- **Other Lamps Available Upon Request**
- **Maximum Watts Available**: 25 Watts
- **15 Year Warranty**
Copper Area Light
Cambridge & Camelot

Product Description
The Cambridge offers soft level lighting with an elegant look. The frosted cylindrical lens refracts light white, the 20-watt A19 globe lamp provides sufficient light to cast soft glows on any path or walkway area. Ideal for walkways, the Saturn is also perfect for when planter areas need lighting. The adjustable settings give maximum design flexibility by creating seamless beam spreads with one fixture.

Reminiscent of a starry night, the Camelot features a star and moon pattern on an eight-inch cylinder shaped and translucent glass lens. The aesthetic design allows light to emanate a beautifully lit pattern on any pathway or surface area.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Natural Copper
- Finish: Natural Copper
- Socket: Energy Saving 9W Ceramic Halogen
- Color: Adjustable 9W Ceramic Halogen
- Mounting: Direct PVC Solar Stake
- Weight: Cambridge 2.9 lbs, Camelot 2.4 lbs
- Wire: 21 Feet Green Flex Wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Optional Lamps: 3 Watt Solar Stake 12 Volt
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 20 Watts
- 15 Year Warranty

Copper Path Light
Canterbury & Windsor

Product Description
Elegant and stylish, the Canterbury features a fully articulating chute allowing maximum design control. The 5.4-inch bell shape frame and rod design to illuminate walkways or any other walking area with high-straight luminaire. A long-lasting 15-watt lamp is ideal for creating soft glow lighting.

A miniature version of the Canterbury, the Windsor mini wall sconce has a powerful future. Featuring a small copper body, this undersized house lamp is able to illuminate planter areas, short retaining walls, step risings or any other area needing a soft glow.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Natural Copper
- Finish: Natural Copper
- Socket: Energy Saving 9W Ceramic Halogen
- Color: Adjustable 9W Ceramic Halogen
- Mounting: Direct PVC Solar Stake
- Weight: Canterbury 2.9 lbs, Windsor 2.3 lbs
- Wire: 21 Feet Green Flex Wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Optional Lamps: 3 Watt Solar Stake 12 Volt
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 20 Watts
- 15 Year Warranty
Copper Area Light
Illuminator 4 & 6

Product Description
The Illuminator 4 and 6 offer versatile light output. The frustum shape helps the light minimize glare while the 20 watt Auto-Brille lamp provides sufficient light to cast soft glow on any path or walking area. Ideal for walkways, the Illuminator 6 and 4 area also perfect for when planted areas need lighting.

Specifications
Voltage: 12 & 24 VAC
Construction: Natural Copper with Cast Brass Canister
Finish: Natural Copper
Cap: Cast Brass
Socket: 130/17 Volt Copper pre-greased
Mounting: Solid Brass FCI Adjustable Stake
Wiring: 25, 28 and 30-Wire Multi-Arm Electrical Connections
Default Lamp: 20-Watt Auto-Brille-Amber-Green
Optional Lamps Available Upon Request
Maximum Wattage: 20 Watts
Dark Sky Complaint: 15 Year Warranty

Copper Well Light
Gallant

Product Description
Simple, discreet, and versatile, the Gallant’s design and function. A powerful 25-watt wide flood lamp casts a wide beam spread against any landscape environment. Its fluted copper body allows for surface-brush or angled installation options. The featured stainless-stainless-steel cap holds the lamp in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the composite body. The Gallant also features 22 copper dots guard to allow for above ground installation.

Specifications
Voltage: 12 & 24 VAC
Construction: Natural Copper & ABR Composite
Construction: ABR Composite
Details: Guard: Natural Copper with Clear Lens
Mountings: Surface
Weight: 1.8 lbs.
Mounting: 25, 28, and 30-Wire
Default Lamp: 35-Watt FXR 20 WKL, Halogen
Optional Lamps Available Upon Request
Maximum Wattage: 60 Watts
35 Year Warranty
P.N. 6502, 657

Model Shown: ILLUMINATOR- COPPS-20-NC
Model Shown: GALLANT COPPS-35-NC
Copper Wall Sconce
Chamberlain Series

Specifications

Product Description

Copper Niches

Ladora 5 & 8

Specifications

Product Description

Copper Sunlight

Ladora 5 & 8
Hanging Down Light
Lancaster

Product Description
The Lancaster is a copper hanging fixture with a new look and old world charm. Ideal for trusses, porches or other structures, the Lancaster is the perfect choice when you need a softly lit environment.

Equipped with a 20 watt MR16 Halogen lamp, 125° of upward light and a 15 year warranty, this simple design is sure to satisfy even the toughest critic.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volts
- Construction: Natural Copper Housing with Cast Brass Base
- Finish: Natural Copper
- Socket: Mogul Base, pre-greased
- Shade: 30° Tilt
- Mounting: 30° Tilt to either side, brass or stainless steel
- Weight: .2 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet Black Flex wire, Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Lamps: Mogul Base, 12V or 24V
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 20 watts

All Brass Knights Fixtures Come Standard With
- 25 foot Intelli-Flex wire leads on all fixtures
- Anti-Moisture Migration Connections
- Pre-greased sockets
- Lamps
- 15 Year Warranty

Add a touch of elegance to the outdoor atmosphere with the Brass Knights Line from Unique Lighting Systems. Made from high quality brass the Brass Knights Line is designed to withstand the test of time and look beautiful while doing it. By fabricating the fixtures from brass Unique has created a long lasting product that develops an attractive appearance naturally over time. The complex structure of brass changes when exposed to outdoor conditions, bathing the fixture’s exterior with a naturally aged look.
Brass Up Light
Bishop

Product Description
A powerful and heavy duty directional up-light, the Bishop is perfect when illuminating tall structures and vast spaces.

The Bishop can be used in numerous applications including back, shadow or gauze lighting. It is also the perfect directional light to use when up-lighting columns.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Shroud: 30° Elliptical
- Knuckle: Cast Brass Adjustable
- Mounting: Hook and Bracket
- Weight: 3.45 lbs.
- Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Maximum Wattage: 60 Watts
- 15 Year Warranty

Brass Up/Down Light
Intrepid & Conquest

Product Description
Intrepid offers style and function without compromise. Its lean, straight lines and dual gasket shroud feature make the Intrepid an essential fixture when lighting narrow, open columns or other tall structures. The Conquest offers a practical solution to most down light applications. Featuring an O-ring supported shroud this down-light fixture uses the Universal Mounting bracket to make installation fast and easy.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volts
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Weathered Brass
- Knuckle: Cast Brass Adjustable
- Socket: Beryllium Copper, per-greased
- Shroud: 150° Elliptical
- Mounting: Hook Mounting bracket (Complete)
- Weight: Intrepid: 2.9 lbs, Conquest: 1.7 lbs.
- Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty, 15 Year Warranty
- Maximum Wattage: 60 Watts
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Wattage: 30 Watts
- 15 Year Warranty
Brass Area Light
Lancer 4 & 6

Product Description
Simple yet elegant, the Lancer offers versatile light output featuring a rotating adjustable height setting. The Lancer allows various beam spreads. The finishing Hi-brite glass lens maximizes light while the 60 watt Astrolite lamp provides sufficient light to cast soft glows on any path or walking area. Ideal for walkways, the Lancer is also perfect for garden planters and outdoor lighting.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Die-Cast Brass
- Finish: Unlacquered Brass
- Socket: Hi-Brite Cap, pre-greased
- Shroud: Weatherproof
- Collar-Mounted Brass with Rotating Height
- Mounting: Standard PVC Schedule 40 Pipe
- Weight: Lancer 4: 25 lbs, Lancer 6: 32 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet, Wire Connections, and Measure Motion Connections
- Default Lamp: 60 Watt Hi-Brite Green
- Other Lamps Available: Upon Request
- Maximum Voltage: 240 VAC
- Dark Sky Compliant
- 15 Year Warranty

Brass Area Light
Excalibur & Monarch

Product Description
Elegant and stylish, the Excalibur features a fully articulating shroud allowing maximum design control. The 60 watt Hi-brite lamp is designed to illuminate walkways or any other walking area with high efficiency. Its 60 watt Astrolite lamp is ideal for creating soft glow lighting.

A smaller version of the Excalibur, the Monarch mini wall washer is a powerful fixture, featuring a small spun brass body that understated power house is able to illuminate planter areas, shrub retaining walls, step plantings or any other area needing a soft glow.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass
- Finish: Weatherproof
- Socket: Hi-Brite Cap, pre-greased
- Shroud: Fully Adjustable, 360 Rotation
- Mounting: Standard PVC Schedule 40 Pipe
- Weight: Excalibur: 26.8 lbs, Monarch: 2.2 lbs
- Wire: 25 feet, Wire Connections, and Measure Motion Connections
- Default Lamp: 60 Watt Astrolite Green
- Other Lamps Available: Upon Request
- Maximum Voltage: 240 VAC
- 15 Year Warranty
Brass Area Light
Entropic & Chancellor

Product Description
The Entropic offers soft level lighting with an elegant look. The 23 Watt Astro-rite lamp provides sufficient light to cast soft glow on any path or walkway area. The Entropic is perfect for planter areas.

Specifications
- Voltage: 120-240 Volt
- Construction: Brass & ABS Composite
- Mounting: Ground
- Weight: 6 lbs.
- Wet 25 Feet, Installs Ears, Anti-Fade, Mottled Connections
- Default Lamp: (1) 23 Watt Frost White, Clear Glass
- Other Lamps Available, Upon Request
- Maximum Watts: 30 Watts
- Dark Sky Complaint
- 15 Year Warranty

Brass Well Light
Cardinal

Product Description
The Cardinal features a graceful design and four glass. A powerful in-ground wall light, the Cardinal uses a PAP 36-35 watt wide flood lamp to cast an ample beam spread in a circular pattern. This fixture is the perfect choice for ground installations. The featured patented stainless steel gasket ring holds the lamp in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the composite body. The Cardinal also features a 1" brass drain cover and 1" brass discharge cover to guard against ground installation.

Specifications
- Voltage: 12 & 24 Volt
- Construction: Brass & ABS Composite
- Mounting: Ground
- Weight: 8 lbs.
- Wet 35 Feet, Installs Ears, Anti-Fade, Mottled Connections
- Default Lamp: (1) 36 Watt 36 WFL, 3,500K, 30 Watts
- Other Lamps Available Upon Request
- Maximum Watts: 50 Watts
- 11 Year Warranty
- P.A.T.E.N.T. No. 5,303,967
Brass Niche Light
Sovereign 5 & 8

Product Description
A new brass design on an old favorite. The Sovereigns are a classic recessed step light. Perfect to illuminate stairs, benches, short retaining walls and other niche locations. The Sovereigns lowered face plate directs and spreads light to the intended area. The mounting box secures the fixture while still allowing face plate adjustments. The included frosted lens is perfect for the desired light pattern output.

Specifications
Voltage: 12/24 Volt
Construction: Die-Cast, P/T injection molded housing
Finish: Brushed Brass
Mounting: Surface Mount w/ adjustable face plate
Socket: 60 watt max (can be upgraded)
Weight: Sovereign 5 200 lbs, Sovereign 8 7.5 lbs.
Wire: 25 Feet, Direct Wire or Wye, Add moisture tight-box connections
Default Lamps: Sovereign 5: 30 watt, 3000K, Warm White/White-Green (1)
Default Lamps: Sovereign 8: 30 watt, 3000K, Warm White/White-Green (2)
Other Lamps Available
Maximum Wattage: Sovereign 5: 20 Watts, Sovereign 8: 80 Watts
10 Year Warranty

Standard Finishes
WB - Weathered Brass
NB - Natural Brass

Stock Powder Coated Colors
TT - Tucson Tan
WH - White
BK - Black
VG - Verde Green

Custom Colors
Supply us with your custom PMS color and we will match it.

Please note that all Unique Lighting fixtures have a “Living Finish,” and can be expected to vary in hue over time. Our fixtures come standard with one-of-a-kind Weathered Brass finish or a Natural Brass.

Additional colors may be achieved through a powder coating process. These colors are subject to varying lead times and will incur an added cost. A Limited Warranty applies to all powder coated products.

Custom colors are also available upon request. All custom color orders must come supplied with specific color documentation and are subject to varying lead times and costs.
A powerful in-ground well light, the F225 uses a PAR 36 35 watt wide flood lamp to cast an ample beam spread along any landscape element. Its dual cut body allows for surface flush or angled installation options. The patent pending stainless steel gimble ring holds the lamp in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the ABS body.

All Unique Lighting Well Lights are now available in brown (LB).
Unique Transformers

H-Force Horizontal Transformer

The H-Force is the newest design in transformers. Available in three different wattage options: 120, 150, and 1800, the H-Force is the most powerful transformer in the high voltage lighting industry.

Features Include:
- Individually fused conditions for each tap
- 3 spaces in mounting system
- Hardware compartments
- AWG easy
- Hinged lid and frame panel for easy access
- PATENT PENDING

I-Force Inverted Transformer

Unique Lighting Systems continues to offer lighting professionals innovative and unique Lighting Solutions. The I-Force 360 inverters introduce a never before seen in the industry unique family of multi-tap transformers. The Force Inverted Transformer offers ease of installation unlike any other in the market.

Features Include:
- Industry first has mounted installation capability
- Industry first hidden wire chase allowing trouble free service and access to multiple low voltage cables
- Industry first live wiring compartment for hard wire capability
- A separate work compartment
- Oversized colored terminal tags ideal for multiple connections at each tap
- Snap-in photocell ready
- Available in Weathered Brass (WB)

All available in 12 and 24 volt.

Unique Lamps

Longest Lamp Life Available

Two key items to consider before making your landscape lighting decisions are lamp life and color of light emitted from the bulb. Being the innovator in the field, Unique uses lamps that produce the best illumination while lasting the longest period of time. All of Unique’s Odyssey fixtures come with a high quality Halogen or Astro-Brite lamp that will last between 4,000 to 20,000 hours, giving you years of trouble-free operation. Most importantly, the lamps produce beautiful white light that preserves the natural color and aesthetics of your landscape and property.

Exclusive To Unique - Green Light & Astro-Brite Lamps

Unique’s Green Light and Astro-Brite lamps give adequate light levels with minimum energy usage, ensuring Level 1 light output onto hard surfaces. With it’s up to 20,000 hour ratings, the Green Light and Astro-Brite will outlast any other lamp. In addition, unlike halogen, the Green Light and Astro-Brite are unaffected by the oils on your fingers. All 2-pin sockets are beryllium copper to last a lifetime, along with being factory greased to prevent corrosion and pitting. They also incorporate a extra heavy-duty ceramic socket rated for 25 amps. All components are replaceable.

Technical support at 1.800.955.9851
Lights that last a LIFETIME.
Support & Protection

With the highest quality fixtures and transformers, along with our Lifetime Warranty and Consumer Buyer Protection Plan, Unique Lighting Systems is your best choice in low voltage lighting.

If you have any questions about our products or services, please feel free to call Unique Lighting Systems at 800.955.9851 or visit us on the web at www.uniquelightings.com.

Unique Lighting is dedicated to supporting our customers. With our Power Management System and superior lighting components, performance and versatility are guaranteed.

Our Consumer Buyer Protection Plan guarantees our system and ensures you that we stand behind our products.

Along with our Protection Plan, Unique Lighting provides technical assistance, design help and contractor referrals to ensure that your lighting portrait remains beautiful for a lifetime.
TRANSFORMERS
Transformers have a lifetime warranty for repair or replacement. This warranty covers all parts and components, with the exception of the timer and the photocell. Transformer carry over original manufacturer’s warranty.

ODYSSY FIXTURES
Odyssey fixtures have a lifetime warranty for repair or replacement. This warranty covers all parts and components, with the exception of the lamp. Fixtures in Natural and Weathered Brass are a living finish and are intended to change color or patina over time.

COPPER KNIGHTS FIXTURES
Copper Knights fixtures have a 15-year warranty for repair or replacement. This warranty covers all parts and components, with the exception of the lamp. Fixtures in Natural Copper are a living finish and are intended to change color or patina over time.

BRASS KNIGHTS FIXTURES
Brass Knights fixtures have a 15-year warranty for repair or replacement. This warranty covers all parts and components, with the exception of the lamp. Fixtures in Natural and Weathered Brass are a living finish and are intended to change color or patina over time.

SIGNATURE SERIES FIXTURES
Signature Series fixtures have a lifetime warranty for repair or replacement. This warranty covers all parts and components, with the exception of the lamp. Fixtures in Natural and Weathered Brass are a living finish and are intended to change color or patina over time.

POWDER COATING
Unique uses a 10-year warranty for stock powder coated and additional colors powder coated finishes. No warranty is included on the finish of custom colors.

CUSTOMER RETURNED GOODS PROCEDURE
To facilitate your return of warranty product, please follow the procedures as listed below:

1. Contact Unique Lighting at 800-995-4833. Request to speak with Technical Service. Technical Service will guide you through any possible troubleshooting measures. In the event that we are unable to solve the product problem, Technical Service will issue a Returned Material Authorization number (RMA). It is suggested that you keep a record of your RMA number for future reference. We also recommend you noting of the tracking information, this will assist should we need to follow upon the shipping and receipt of product. Should you have any questions regarding an outstanding RMA, please contact Customer Service at 800-995-4833.

2. Prepare your product(s) for shipping. Include a full description of the problem and your name, address, telephone number and RMA number.

3. Ship your product(s) to

   Unique Lighting Systems
   13200 North Creek Parkway
   Bothell, WA 98011

   Transport costs are the responsibility of the customer. Only factory authorized returns will be accepted.

   A Return Material Authorization (RMA) number must be obtained prior to the return of any product.

   Products returned without an RMA number will be refused.

   All warranties are void if the product has been subject to any unauthorized repair, misuse, abuse or alteration.

   Returns must include the shipping cost and must be prepaid.

   Effective January 1, 2009, a 15% restocking fee will be charged on all Returns.

   All prices are subject to change without notice. Unique reserves the right to discontinue any products or models, and will make no warranty of any nature on discontinued products.

   All materials are subject to availability. Unique Lighting Systems does not accept responsibility for any errors in catalog or product availability.

   Catalog items may not be available in all areas, and for some areas may require a minimum order quantity.

   Please note that shipping dates for custom orders cannot be guaranteed.

   All sales are final. No returns will be accepted if the product is not found to be defective.

   Unique Liability for damages is limited to the purchase price of the product. Unique shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages.

   Copyright 2008, Unique Lighting Systems, Issaquah, WA 98029. All Rights Reserved. No part of this manual may be reproduced in any form without the express written consent of Unique Lighting Systems.
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